Abstract-We consider adaptive rate scheduling mechanisms used by densely deployed base station (BS) nodes in cellular wireless networks. These BS nodes share downlink channels under the employment of omnidirectional and directional antennas. We study the throughput capacity rates achieved under reuse-k scheduling schemes, for k = 1, 3, with and without the incorporation of fractional frequency reuse (FFR) assignments. We consider an absolute fairness requirement, aiming to maximize the minimum level of the throughput rate realized per mobile. For this purpose, under the inclusion of FFR schemes, we propose an optimal classification for interior and exterior mobiles coupled with optimal bandwidth allocation to each class of mobiles. When omnidirectional antenna beams are employed, we show these schemes to yield a significantly enhanced performance when compared to non-FFR based operations. In turn, when directional antenna beams are used, we show that the FFR scheme does not lead to much performance enhancement.
I. INTRODUCTION
Efficient unicast packet transmission in wireless cellular network systems is a task of primary importance. Coloringoriented scheduling schemes are simple to implement and provide effective throughput performance behavior [1] . Fractional frequency reuse (FFR) scheduling schemes combine the advantages of a reuse-1 scheme and reuse-3 procedure [2] - [9] . See also [7] - [9] , where the authors study optimal FFR based schemes that use single threshold (either SINR-based or distance-based) to classify mobiles as either interior or exterior clients. In [7] , an optimal distance threshold is determined based on the number of interior and exterior mobiles and corresponding subcarriers (frequency bands). In [8] , the authors examine different distance thresholds to maximize the network's throughput rate. In [9] , the authors obtain the optimal SINR and distance threshold values, aiming to maximize the ratio of the average to variance values of the realized SINR levels.
In this paper, we consider an application scenario under which message distributions must be performed under consideration of an absolute fairness requirement. It is necessary to assure each user with a minimal level of throughput rate. Hence, we aim to maximize the minimum level of the throughput rate realized per mobile in a cell. In particular, we examine the utility of using FFR schemes, under this metric, for cellular systems under the employment of omnidirectional and directional antenna beams. To our best knowledge, no published papers that examine the throughput capacity behavior of such systems under this specified fairness objective and the use of optimal FFR scheduling schemes.
We consider a cellular system that operates in an interference-limited regime, whereby base station (BS) nodes are densely deployed and equipped with omnidirectional or with directional antennas. We study the absolute fair throughput capacity rate attained under reuse-k adaptive rate scheduling schemes, with and without the use of an FFR mechanism, for k = 1, 3. Under such FFR schemes, we present an optimal classification of mobiles into "interior" and "exterior (edge)" classes. This is coupled with the determination and use of an optimal allocation scheme for assigning bandwidth to each class of users. We prove that the highest throughput capacity rate is attained when the association is determined by calculating the reuse-1 and reuse-3 induced instantaneous spectral efficiency (SE) values at each user location. The best association is then determined by the reuse level that yields the higher SE value. We show that the performance behavior exhibited by suitable SINR-based threshold or distance-based threshold schemes exhibit slightly lower throughput capacity rate values.
The analyses presented in this paper lead to the following key results. We show that the directional antenna based schemes yield a significantly enhanced throughput rate. We also prove that, under the use of FFR schemes, the use of SE indicators to classify mobiles yields higher throughput capacity rates than those achieved by non-FFR schemes. However, as noted in the following, the difference is not significant when directional antennas are used. Under the employment of FFR schemes, when configured in accordance to the derived jointly optimal classification and bandwidth allocation methods, we show that omnidirectional FFR schemes yield throughput rate levels that are about 24.09% higher than those configured by not including an FFR-based scheduling procedure. In turn, we show that when directional antennas are used, the employment of the more complex FFR-based scheduling structure does not lead to much improvement, yielding only an average throughput capacity rate enhancement of about 1.15%.
The paper is organized as follows. The system model is presented in section II. In section III, we evaluate the system's performance behavior, when subjected to per-user absolute fairness target objective. The combined optimal bandwidth allocation and classification problem for the underlying FFR scheduling schemes is formulated and studied in section IV. In section V, we evaluate and compare the performance features of the system when regulated by the derived adaptive scheduling schemes. Conclusions are drawn in section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider cellular networks such as LTE type networks [10] , [11] whereby each macro or micro cell is managed by a base station (BS) node that employs omnidirectional or directional antennas. Neighborhood BS nodes maintain time synchronization, mutually aligning the time periods that they use for downlink transmissions [12] . We assume that the cellular networks are deployed in a highly loaded user active region. The region is therefore covered by a dense installation of base station nodes, so that the system operates in an interference-limited mode.
As commonly used, we model each cell to span a hexagonal disk area, whereby its radius R denotes the distance from the central BS node to each one of the cell's peripheral vertices. The inter-site distance (i.e., distance between any two neighboring BS nodes) is denoted as D = √ 3R. We note D = √ 3R. The coordinates of the i-th BS (denoted as BS i , for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . ) in polar form are set as (r i , θ i ), where (r 0 , θ 0 ) is set as (0, 0). Thus, r i represents the distance between BS i and BS 0 and θ i identifies an angle that is measured in reference to the x-axis, where r i ≥ D and
When BS nodes employ directional antennas, the antenna gain pattern (as specified in LTE standard [13] ) is often given as
where A D (θ) is a directional antenna gain (in unit of dB) at a transmit angle θ ∈ [−π, π] that is also measured in reference to the x-axis; θ m is the angle of the main beam; θ 3dB = 7 18 π (or 70
• ) representing the antenna's 3dB beamwidth; A m = 20 (dB) is equal to the highest attenuation value for the sidelobe of the directional antenna. In turn, when an omnidirectional antenna is considered, the antenna gain (also see [13] ) is set as
The (instantaneous) transmit power used by each BS node is set equal to P T . The employed downlink communication channel propagation gains, involving a transmission issued by BS i directed to mobile n, using omnidirectional or directional antenna beams, are respectively denoted as G Oi,n and G Di,n . These gains are modeled as
where d i,n and θ i,n represent the corresponding distance and transmission angle from BS i to mobile n; α ∈ [2, 4] represents the path loss exponent; K is a path loss factor that accounts for absorption and penetration losses. To simplify our analyses, we do not account for fading phenomena. However, our analyses are readily modified to include fading factors. In this paper, we assume that each BS node receives from the backbone network packets that are directed to its client mobiles. Each cell includes a typically large number (denoted as N ) of client mobiles, which are assumed to be uniformly distributed across the cells area. To determine the system's attainable throughput capacity rate, we assume each BS node to be overloaded with packet traffic flows belonging to an application mix that characterizes each cell in the area in a similar manner.
III. THROUGHPUT CAPACITY RATE ANALYSES
We consider FDMA based omnidirectional and directional reuse-k (denoted as O-reuse-k and D-reuse-k) adaptive rate scheduling schemes whereby each base station (BS) node uses omnidirectional and directional antenna beams, respectively, for k = 1, 3. In addition, we consider the incorporation of omnidirectional and directional fractional frequency reuse (denoted as O-FFR and D-FFR), respectively) schemes. The FDMA-based schemes are readily mapped into corresponding OFDMA-based allocations that involve partitioning the frequency band into several subcarriers (or physical resource blocks, denoted as PRBs, in LTE system; see [10] , [11] ).
To illustrate, in Fig. 1 , we exhibit O-reuse-3 and D-reuse-1 scheduling assignments. Under the latter, each base station node manages time-simultaneous transmissions across its three spatial sectors. In the following, the throughput capacity rates attained under non-FFR and FFR schemes are derived and evaluated.
A. Omnidirectional and Directional Non-FFR Schemes
Due to the symmetric nature of the layout, we consider a single cell (e.g., BS 0 as shown in Fig. 1 ). Under an Oreuse-k or D-reuse-k scheduling scheme, for k = 1, 3, the corresponding throughput capacity rate that can be realized by BS 0 is calculated as follows. The SINR levels recorded at mobile n under the O-reuse-k (denoted as γ O k,n ) and D-reusek (denoted as γ D k,n ) schemes are, respectively, calculated as follows:
where P T is the transmit power levels of each BS node; G Oi,n and G Di,n , for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , and is given by Eq. (2).
) represents the thermal noise power detected at a mobile's receiver, where B denotes the available total frequency band, under the O-reuse-k (or Dreuse-k) scheduling scheme; N 0 is the power spectral density of the ambient noise process;
is a set that consists of BS nodes (or sectors) that share the same resource segment with BS 0 .
The instantaneous spectral efficiency (SE) metric represents the throughput rate per unit bandwidth attainable over the underlying medium, and is expressed in units of bps/Hz. The SE metrics for the downlink connecting BS 0 with mobile n, attained under the O-reuse-k (denoted as η O k,n ) and D-reusek (denoted as η D k,n ) schemes (based on Shannon's capacity formula under AWGN channels) are, respectively, given as:
For fairness considerations, assume that during a cycle (or a super-frame) duration, the BS nodes directs a burst duration of average length of L [bits] to each one of its client mobiles. Hence, the (spatially averaged, over all its client mobiles) fair throughput capacity rate attained in communicating with all N mobiles served by the BS node in each cell (expressed in units of bps/Hz/Cell), achieved under the O-reuse-
We note that under a D-reuse-k scheme, each sector realizes the same average fair throughput capacity rate, serving N 3 uniformly distributed mobiles per sector. In this manner, each mobile achieves the same throughout capacity rate, expressing the highest throughput rate level that can be feasibly attained We assume N to be sufficiently large, and mobiles to be located at any given time at random locations around the cell that are determined in statistically independent manner. We assume a constant mobile spatial density (denoted as ν [users/area]) over the cell area, so that the number of mobiles in each subarea within the cell is proportional to the magnitude of this area. Consider the infinitesimal area (dr, dθ) that contains a mobile that is at a distance from its associated BS node that ranges from r to r + dr and at an angle range that varies from θ to θ + dθ. Consider a randomly selected active mobile station. This mobile resides in this sub-area with probability, where is the user density in a cell [users/area].
In the following, for notational simplicity, when considering a mobile n that is located at coordinates (r, θ) of a cell, we identify its monitored SINR levels γ O k,n and γ D k,n associated with respective reuse-k systems that employ omnidirectional and directional antennas, respectively, as γ k (r, θ).
By spatially averaging over the locations of mobiles around the cell and using Eq. (5), the average fair throughput capacity rate attained under an O-reuse-k or D-reuse-k scheme (denoted as E[R k ] for both), expressed in unit of bps/Hz/Cell, is given as
where A is the area of a cell and η k (r, θ) = 1 k log 2 (1 + γ k (r, θ)) is the instantaneous spectral efficiency of a mobile located at (r, θ) of a cell attained by a reuse-k scheme, for k = 1, 3.
B. Omnidirectional and Directional Fractional Frequency Reuse (FFR) Schemes
In this section, we consider fractional frequency reuse (FFR) schemes under the use of omnidirectional or directional antennas. Under an FFR scheme, a BS node uses reuse-1 and reuse-3 schemes for interior and exterior (or edge) mobiles, respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . The related classification of a mobile is commonly based on the SINR or distance threshold level [7] - [9] . When a mobile measures its average SINR level to be larger than (or equal to) an SINR threshold level (or its range from the BS to be lower than or equal to a distance threshold), it is classified as an interior mobile. Otherwise, it is classified as an exterior (edge) mobile. We identify here this procedure as a mobile-SINR (or mobile-DS) based classification scheme.
In this paper, we propose a classification alternative in accordance with the use of a spectral efficiency (SE) metric as an indicator (denoted as mobile-SE). A mobile's SE metric is calculated by using Eq. (4), for both k = 1 and k = 3. The results of these two computations are compared, and when the reuse-1 SE is higher (or the same), so that η 1 (r, θ) ≥ η 3 (r, θ), the mobile is classified as an interior mobile. Otherwise, it is classified as an exterior mobile. In the next section, we prove the optimality of such classification method.
The average fair throughput capacity rates, in unit of bps/Hz/Cell, attained under the omnidirectional FFR (denoted as O-FFR, E[R OF ]) and the directional FFR (D-FFR, E[R DF ]) schemes are, respectively, given by the following expressions:
where S O1 and S O2 (S D1 and S D2 ) represent the sets of interior and exterior mobiles in a cell (in a sector), respectively, under the O-FFR (D-FFR) scheme. The parameters B O1 and B O2 (B D1 and B D2 ), denote subdivisions of the total bandwidth level B used by the BS's downlink transmission operation, representing the bandwidth levels allocated for the support of interior and exterior mobiles in a cell, under the O-FFR (D-FFR) scheme. The expressions included in the denominators of Eq. (7) account for the computation of the corresponding super-frame time duration. During this superframe, under the use of the fair throughput per mobile policy, each internal mobile is assumed to receive L bits, and similarly for each external mobile. Assuming disjoint resource segments (i.e., frequency sub-bands) to be allocated for the support of internal and external mobiles, transmission of packets by a BS node that is destined to its internal and external client mobiles (requiring corresponding internal and external time periods) proceeds in a time simultaneous manner. Assuming the duration of a super-frame to be set equal to the maximal value of the internal and external time periods, we obtain the expressions included in the denominators of the formulas presented by Eq. (7). In the following, we show that it is most efficient to allocate bandwidth components for internal and external downlink transmissions so that the above mentioned internal and external time durations are equal to each other. Using Eqs. (6)- (7), the (spatially averaged) fair throughput capacity rates (denoted as E[R F ]) , attained under the O-FFR or D-FFR schemes are, respectively, calculated as follows: γ 1 (r, θ) ) ,
where A 1 and A 2 are the areas where the set of interior and exterior mobiles reside in, respectively; B 1 and B 2 are the allocated bandwidth for interior and exterior mobiles; γ k (r, θ) is the SINR level experienced by a mobile located at (r, θ) under a reuse-k scheme; C 1 and C 2 are given as
where η 1 (r, θ) and η 3 (r, θ) are the instantaneous spectral efficiency of a mobile located at (r, θ) of a cell under a reuse-1 and reuse-3 scheme, respectively.
IV. JOINT OPTIMAL BANDWITH SUBDIVISION AND MOBILE CLASSIFICATION FOR FFR SCHEMES
In this section, we propose an optimal bandwidth allocation scheme for FFR schemes, which yields a subdivision of the band, denoted as {B * 1 , B * 2 }, into sub-bands allocated for the support of interior and exterior mobiles. The aim is to achieve the optimal fair throughput capacity rate. We then seek to find the associated (internal and external mobile association) classification function that maximizes the systems throughput capacity rate. The results presented here apply to systems that employ omnidirectional or directional antenna modules.
A. Optimal Bandwidth Allocation
Based on Eq. (8), the optimal bandwidth allocation problem, given that the cell mobiles have been classified, is formulated as follows:
(10)
The optimal bandwidth allocation can be obtained by using the following result.
Theorem 1: The optimal bandwidth allocation scheme (i.e.,B * = {B * 1 , B * 2 }) that maximizes the average fair throughput capacity rate E[R F ] satisfies the following relationship:
Hence, B * 
B. Optimal Classification of Mobiles
Given the classification of mobiles into internal and external which reside in A 1 and A 2 , respectively, we have shown above the optimal bandwidth allocation to be applied produces the following optimal fair throughput capacity rate:
We next seek to determine an optimal classification of interior and exterior areas (i.e., A * = {A * 1 , A * 2 }), given that for each classification under consideration, the optimal bandwidth subdivision noted above will be applied. Using the result presented by Eq. (12), the throughput capacity rate realized under the optimal bandwidth subdivision assignment is maximized by solving the following optimal classification problem:
where A is the area of a cell; C 1 (A 1 ) and C 2 (A 2 ) are calculated by using the formulas included in Eq. (9) . By replacing each SE metric by the highest one, η 1 (r, θ), η 3 (r, θ) ≤ max(η 1 (r, θ), η 3 (r, θ)), we conclude that
We observe that the lower bound is achieved by using the following classification process: when a mobile located at (r, θ) has η 1 (r, θ) ≥ η 3 (r, θ) (or η 1 (r, θ) < η 3 (r, θ)), the mobile is classified as an interior (or exterior) mobile. We subsequently conclude that the FFR scheme which classifies mobiles by using the spectral efficiency (SE) metric, coupled with the application of the prescribed optimal bandwidth allocation scheme achieves the desired fair throughput capacity rate. Since if the locations of mobiles and BS nodes are known [14] , we can use this information, together with the other above described involved model elements and formulas, to determine the optimal classification of mobiles, and subsequently apply the above described optimal bandwidth subdivision process. Furthermore, from Eqs. (4) and (14), we conclude that the absolute fair throughput capacity rate attained under the joint optimal FFR schemes is higher than or equal to the capacity rates obtained under a reuse-1 or a reuse-3 scheme (i.e., E[R
In this Section, we illustrate the performance of cellular wireless systems that are managed by using the scheduling mechanisms derived in this paper. The bandwidth prescribed for download unicast transmissions is assumed to be 5 MHz [13] , [15] . The path loss exponent (α) is set equal to 3.68 and the path loss factor (K) is set equal to −40 dB (noting that these parameters correspond to a version of the urban COST Hata model [16] often used for LTE system analyses).
A. Absolute Fair Throughput Capacity Rates under Alternative Scheduling Schemes
In Fig. 3 , we observe that the absolute fair throughput rates attained under directional reuse schemes are higher than those realized by omnidirectional reuse systems. A key reason for this superiority is that the use of directional sector beams leads to reduced interference levels, enables the setting of higher rate codes, and employs lower reuse levels. These advantages induce the realization of enhanced spectral efficiency levels.
In a cellular network that employs omnidirectional antennas, the fair throughput capacity rate achieved under an omnidirectional fractional frequency reuse (O-FFR) scheme is higher by about 17% than that exhibited under omnidirectional reuse-1 (O-reuse-1) and omnidirectional reuse-3 (O-reuse-3) schemes.
For systems that employ directional sector beam antennas, we observe from Fig. 3 the following performance behavior. A directional reuse-1 (D-reuse-1) scheme achieves a throughput capacity rate level that is much higher than that attained by using the directional reuse-3 (D-reuse-3) scheme. The implementation of a directional FFR (D-FFR) scheme, however, achieves a capacity rate level that is higher than that attained by the D-reuse-1 scheme by a negligible factor, which is equal to only about 1.15%. In examining the reason for such a limited advantage gained under the use of an FFR mechanism, one observes that under the use of the SE metric to classify mobiles, exterior (edge) mobiles account for only 2.15% of cells mobiles, in each sector. In turn, when an omnidirectional antenna system is used, and an FFR scheme is invoked, the related classification process results in 34.09% of total mobiles in each cell to belong to the class of edge mobiles. The use of the external reuse-3 scheduling scheme as a better interference mitigation procedure can then lead to a noticeable performance enhancement. 
B. Absolute Fair Throughput Capacity Rate under FFR schemes and Alternative Classification Metrics
In this section, we compare the performance exhibited by O-FFR and D-FFR schemes under the employment of the three alternative mobile classification techniques discussed above: 1. Mobile-SINR based scheme, under which each mobile compares its measured SINR value with a prescribed threshold level. 2. Mobile-DS based scheme, where the distance of a mobile is compared with a distance threshold value. 3. The Mobile-SE metric based scheme.
In Fig. 4 , we show the variation of the average fair throughput capacity rate achieved by using the mobile-SINR (or mobile-DS) metric based classification scheme as a function of the prescribed SINR (or distance) threshold level, for both omnidirectional and directional antenna equipped systems. The involved SINR (or distance) thresholds assume values that range from -4 dB to 20 dB (or from 0 to 1). We note that a setting of an SINR (or distance) threshold level that is equal to about 2 dB (or a ratio of 1 under D-FFR and 0.8 under O-FFR) leads to the highest attainable throughput capacity value.
We conclude that a mobile-SE metric based scheme yields superior performance to that obtained when the mobile-SINR (or mobile-DS) metric based classification is used. In addition, under the use of a mobile-SINR (or mobile-DS) based FFR scheme, when the proper threshold values are set, the attained throughput capacity performance level is quite close (within 5% margin) to that exhibited under the use of the SE metric.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we study and compare the absolute fair throughput capacity rate attainable across the downlinks of wireless cellular network system, which maximizes the minimum level of the throughput rate per mobile in a cell over a time frame period. The system deploys densely macro or micro base station (BS) nodes using either omnidirectional or directional antennas. We show that directional scheduling schemes yield higher throughput capacity rates than those attained when using omnidirectional scheduling schemes, for k = 1 and 3. Under the employment of FFR schemes, we study the optimal classification of mobiles into interior and exterior users, coupled with optimal bandwidth allocation to each class. We prove that the optimal combined scheme makes use of a classification process that uses a spectral efficiency (SE) based metric. We show that our proposed optimal mobile-SE based FFR schemes yield better performance levels than those achieved by using non-FFR oriented schemes Yet, when the threshold levels are set properly, the throughput capacity rates attained by using the SE metric are typically within 5% of those achieved by using the SINR or distance based single threshold (omnidirectional or directional) FFR schemes.
